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Summary-This document is a committee report which outlines scientific objectives and specific 
rationales developed for the exploration of the Apollo 16 site, our most important mission to the lunar 
highlands. Although premission hypotheses erroneously favored a volcanic origin for the Cayley 
plains as well as Descartes Mountains, the major mission objectives were successfully accomplished: 
to delineate the nature and origin of two major physiographic units of the lunar central highlands. 
The units are composed of fragmental impact deposits; present debate focuses on specific source 
areas of the samples and depositional mechanism(s). 

The premission exploration strategy was to use impact craters of various diameters and associated 
depths of penetration as stratigraphic probes. Specific sampling procedures, operational constraints, 
and suites of samples that were collected for specific local objectives, are described for lunar scientists 
who are unfamiliar with mission planning in general and more specifically with Apollo 16. A large 
number of samples taken to reconstruct local stratigraphic-structural relationships are either insuffi-
ciently studied or have not been studied at all. While such stratigraphic-structural relationships are 
extremely complex, or even chaotic, at Apollo 16, additional insight into local geologic processes 
could be obtained by future investigation of these special sample suites. 

The report concludes with a summary of currently viable hypotheses concerning the origin of 
Cayley and Descartes materials. It is hoped that future studies of samples and other data may provide 

1This is an invited committee report written by some members of the "Apollo 16 Traverse Planning 
Team." The respective roles of the above individuals for Apollo 16 were: Muehlberger: Principal 
Investigator, Field Geology Team; Horz: Mission Science Crew Instructor; Sevier: Chairman, Tra-
verse Planning Team; Ulrich: Co-Investigator and Pl representative, Field Geology Team. Final 
editing was done by Muehlberger and Horz. Contributions of P. Butler, J. W. Head, C. A. Hodges, 
R. 0. Pepin and W. C. Phinney are gratefully acknowledged. 
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2 W.R. Muehlberger et al. 

discrimination of these model interpretations, which principally focus on local versus distant source 
areas for the majority of the Apollo 16 sample suite. 

INTRODUCTION 

Because the Apollo 16 mission to the Descartes landing site in the central lunar 
highlands remains our only bona fide highland mission, interpretation of local and 
regional geologic processes at this site will play a central role in our general 
understanding of lunar crustal evolution. 

This paper differs from most other contributions in this volume because it is 
an effort to look at the past by reexamining our original overall and local scientific 
objectives for the Apollo 16 landing site. Why did we go there? Why and how 
did we pick specific sampling stations? What was considered important field ev-
idence in reconstructing a geologic, structural-stratigraphic framework for better 
understanding of local and regional geologic processes that may be recorded in 
the collected samples, photographs and verbal descriptions by astronauts 
J. Young and C. Duke? Much of the general lunar exploration philosophy and 
the specific plans for Apollo 16 evolved in formal and informal meetings and is 
contained in a vast body of gray literature or, unfortunately, is not documented 
at all. As a consequence the Lunar and Planetary Sample Team (LAPST) con-
vened a subcommittee1 consisting of individuals intimately familiar with-if not 
largely responsible for-most of the detailed Apollo 16 planning, in the hope that 
some of this information could be unearthed and disseminated for the benefit of 
lunar scientists, especially newcomers to the program. It was also hoped that 
revival of old mission rationales would result in an assessment of how individual 
samples and especially sample suites were investigated as compared with the 
intended objectives. 

The Apollo missions sampled (usually only once) most of the major strati-
graphic units recognized from telescope geology on the near side of the Moon 
(Fig. 1). 

Apollo 11-Relatively old, dark mare basalt 
Apollo 12-Relatively young, light mare basalt 
Apollo 14--Ejecta from Imbrium Basin contained in the Fra Mauro formation 
Apollo 15-Lunar crust from the rim of the Imbrium Basin and mare basalts 
Apollo 16--Constructional units of the lunar highlands (Cayley, Descartes) 
Apollo 17-Pre-lmbrian lunar crust from the rim of the Serenitatis Basin and 

pyroclastic materials 

The Apollo 16 site was selected because it was possible to sample two major, 
morphologically distinct units of the central lunar highlands, covering about 11% 
of the entire lunar nearside: (a) the Cayley plains, representative of widespread 

1The committee members were J. R. Sevier (Chairman), J. W. Head, F. Horz, C. M. Meyer, J. J. 
Papike, W. R. Muehlberger, R. 0. Pepin and G. E. Ulrich. 
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Mission objectives for geological exploration 

Fig. 1. Distribution of Cayley plains material on the lunar front side according to Wil-
helms and McCauley (1971). The locations of the Apollo landing sites are also shown. 

3 

highlands plains units and thus considered the result of a significant, moonwide 
geologic process and (b) the Descartes mountains, a more localized physiographic 
unit. 

PREMISSION ACTIVITIES 

Regional and local geology 

The principal geologic objectives of the Apollo 16 mission were the investigation 
of two major physiographic units, the "Cayley plains" and the "Descartes Moun-
tains" (Fig. 2). On the basis of their topographic expression both units were 
interpreted as volcanic formations (Milton, 1968; Wilhelms and McCauley, 1971; 
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4 W.R. Muehlberger et al. 

Fig. 2. Regional view of the Apollo 16 landing site. Note relatively subdued, flat mor-
phology of plains materials in contrast to rugged appearance of the Descartes Moun-
tains. The extremely bright ejecta aprons (North and South Ray craters), within reach 
of a Rover traverse, provided excellent potential for stratigraphic probing and for de-
tailed investigation of relatively recent lunar regolith processes. 

Milton and Hodges, 1972; Elston et al., 1972; Trask and McCauley, 1972; Head 
and Goetz, 1972). 

Due to their subdued, relatively flat topography and ponded nature in local 
topographic depressions, the Cayley plains were interpreted as volcanic deposits, 
rich in Si and Al because of their substantially higher albedo relative to mare 
basalts. They were interpreted either as genuine flows-supported by well doc-
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Mission objectives for geological exploration 5 

umented embayment relationships with other terra features--or as pyroclastic 
deposits, as inferred from seemingly thin, veneer-like surface deposits mimicking 
the underlying topography in certain areas. Although Eggleton and Marshall 
(1962) had interpreted the plains circumferential to Imbrium sculpture as a 
"smooth" facies of Imbrium ejecta, this concept was abandoned because it seem-
ingly could not account for the moonwide extent of the plains. Therefore, local 
to regional volcanic sources seemed to be required for their formation. 

In contrast to the widespread Cayley plains, the topography of the Descartes 
Mountains is virtually unique on the moon. No other deposits of identical mor-
phology have been recognized, although similar hilly and furrowed materials have 
been mapped in several places (Wilhelms and McCauley, 1971). The Descartes 
formation had to be at least 1000 m thick, based on morphology and topography. 
No genetic relationship to any local or regional cratering event was apparent. 
Thus the Descartes Mountains were interpreted as volcanic "constructs" with 
an origin analogous to terrestrial volcanic extrusions, perhaps along fissures. 

The general stratigraphic relationships of both the Cayley plains and Descartes 
mountains were in general well established, although locally puzzling relation-
ships of superposition occurred, leading to the view that the Apollo 16 plains and 
Descartes Mountains could have been emplaced almost contemporaneously, with 
the Descartes materials deposited last, and with volcanic activity possibly con-
tinuing into very recent (Copernican) lunar time. Crater density statistics on the 
Cayley plains were consistent with superposition relationships and placed their 
formation between the Imbrium basin event and extrusion of the basaltic mare 
fill. Lower crater densities were observed on Descartes, which in part supported 
the younger age relative to the plains, but it was recognized that the rugged 
topography rendered a "crater age" rather uncertain. Analyses of superposition 
relations led to locally contradictory deposition sequences. Milton and Hodges 
(1972) even described gradational transitions between Cayley and Descartes. 

All of the above observations are still valid today, although the actual mission 
results mandate different interpretations. Why and where did the preferred pre-
mission interpretations go wrong? Of course, no precise and especially single 
answer can be given, but contributing factors of an historical and a philosophical 
nature may be identified for the benefit of future mission planning. 

The "Descartes" site was always considered an attractive landing site to ex-
plore the central highlands. As early as June 1969, it was considered as a can-
didate for Apollo 19 by the site selection committee, and by October 1969 it was 
being considered for as early as Apollo 16. (Apollo 11 had successfully landed in 
July 1969 and NASA was concentrating on developing the capability to land very 
close to a pre-determined point for Apollo 12. This was extremely important in 
that specific sampling objectives could be precisely determined and planned in 
advance, rather than being "generalized" as they were on Apollo 11. Apollo 12 
demonstrated this capability in December 1969 by landing within 100 m of the 
pre-planned location.) Subsequently, the cancellation of Apollo 18-20 and the 
failure of Apollo 13 to land at "Fra Mauro" contributed to a serious reassessment 
of site priorities. Nevertheless, Descartes remained a high priority site for an 
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early mission, in spite of the fact that photographic coverage of the Descartes 
area was deemed insufficient to assure spacecraft- and astronaut safety; Apollo 
14 was to take appropriate pictures, especially the lacking stereophotographs 
using a high resolution topographic camera, complemented by handheld Hassel-
blad cameras equipped with 80- and 500 mm lenses. The topographic camera 
failed; the Hasselblad photography was successful. Final acceptance of 
"Descartes" as the Apollo 16 site by the Apollo Site Selection Board occurred 
in June of 1971. Detailed, photogeologic study and other preparations were al-
ready well underway at this time. 

The Apollo 11 and 12 landings had occurred in relatively simple geologic set-
tings. Apollo 14 had returned complex impact products seemingly related to the 
formation of the Imbrium basin. Similarily complex breccias were expected from 
Apollo 15. It was apparent that petrogenetic processes in the lunar crust were 
severely masked by impact processes, if not modified beyond recognition. There-
fore it was desirable to select for Apollo 16 a landing site on vokanic highland 
formations that appeared to be little modified by large scale impact processes and 
that had seemingly little structural complexity; ideally, a geologic setting analo-
gous to the mare basalts was desired. The ponded Cayley plains constituted the 
only conceivable analogues. 

In the context of the highlands volcanics hypothesis, the Apollo 16 site offered 
an additional inducement: the presence of a second physiographic unit, the Des-
cartes mountains, thought to have formed by volcanic process different from the 
emplacement of the Cayley plains. It probably represented a different eruptive 
style and/or composition occurring somewhat later in highlands history. With 
advanced spacecraft technology and greatly augmented surface mobility provided 
by the lunar roving vehicle, site selection philosophies evolved from primarily 
single objective missions (Apollo 11-14) to dual and even multiple purpose mis-
sions for Apollo 15-17. It was thus possible on Apollo 16 to add exploration of 
the Descartes Mountain unit to the primary mission objectives. 

As indicated above, photographic coverage for detailed site studies was fair at 
best; in particular no stereoscopic imagery was available. Scientific site selection 
criteria were based primarily on earth based telescope photography and obser-
vations, in part complemented by Ranger VIII photos (Milton, 1968). Specific 
mission preparations also included Orbiter IV imagery and the Apollo 14 Has-
selblad photos (Milton and Hodges, 1972). Furthermore a multidisciplinary ap-
proach, employing other remote sensed information was not feasible at this time. 
Except for albedo maps, complementary data sets to assist and greatly refine 
photogeologic interpretations were not fully developed (e.g., Head and Goetz, 
1972). The Apollo 16 experience is one of the strongest arguments for compre-
hensive site characterization using data sets from a wide variety of techniques in 
future mission planning (see also Hinners, 1972). 

Philosophically, the uniformitarian principle is the basis to formulate physically 
sound hypotheses for geologic exploration. It leads to working hypotheses, 
against which actual findings may be tested. Ten years after Apollo 11 and in 
view of missions to other planetary bodies, notably Voyager's spectacular find-
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Mission objectives for ieological exploration 7 

ings, we begin to realize how limited this terrestrial experience may be and how 
difficult extrapolation to other planetary bodies is. Although terrestrial geologic 
processes and preserved features are indeed numerous and varied, processes and 
preserved features that have no terrestrial analogue(s) may occur on many plan-
etary objects. Premission interpretations of the Cayley plains were consistent 
with terrestrial volcanic hypotheses; terrestrial analogues to ponded impact de-
posits are not recognized. Although an impact origin of Cayley materials is now 
established, the actual mechanism of deposition is still the subject oflively debate. 

Upon landing on the lunar surface, astronaut John Young remarked: "There 
you are, our mysterious and unknown Descartes highland plains; Apollo 16 is 
going to change your image." Little did he know how true his prediction was. 
Not only the image of the actual landing site, but indeed our entire knowledge and 
conception of lunar highland processes rests largely on the enormous scientific 
value of Apollo 16. We can explore and detail lunar highland processes, because 
the landing site was selected on a physiographic unit of widespread occurrence 
and thus of global significance, regardless of premission inferences as to specific 
formation mechanisms. The basic mission rationale was to collect and return data 
to be used in studying the nature and origin of the Cayley plains and Descartes 
mountains, objectives which were successfully accomplished, albeit by now rec-
ognized as extremely complex. 

Surface exploration plans 

The actual landing site at 15°30' 47"E longitude and 8°591 34"S latitude was se-
lected because it satisfied a crucial planning element: in case of Rover failure, 
the major mission objectives could be achieved by walking traverses. Further-
more, the landing site offered excellent opportunities for stratigraphic probing of 
the plains in the form of two exceedingly young impact features, North- and 
South-Ray Craters. 

Our sampling procedures and traverse design were such that, by sampling 
craters of various sizes and in various locations, we would be able to reconstruct 
the stratigraphy of the Cayley, determine lateral variations within it and compare 
this to the Descartes. This strategy rests on impact cratering mechanics, i.e., 
systematics in the excavation and ejection sequence result in an overturned flap 
of inverted stratigraphy. The "Exploration Packages" shown in Fig. 3 evolved 
as groups of stations with specific focuses and aims. 

EVA (Extravehicular Activity) 1: 
The initial short traverse was within easy range of the Lunar Module (LM) to 
Flag (290 m diameter) and Spook (370 m diameter) craters, on whose rims we 
could sample Cayley excavated from depths of up to 60 m. From the samples we 
expected to be able to determine what lateral continuity there was in the Cayley 
(samples common to both Spook and Flag) and the characteristics of the deepest 
layer at Spook (samples unique to it alone). Further, rays from South Ray crater 
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Mission objectives for geological exploration 9 

traversed this area and thus we could obtain samples from this fresh, 570 m 
diameter crater, too remote to visit. Thus, following emplacement and activation 
of the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP), a good and rep-
resentative sample of Cayley materials could be obtained, the primary mission 
objective, during a single EVA with approximately 3 hours of g'eologic explora-
tion. This objective could be met, if necessary, by walking, in case the Rover 
vehic1e failed. 

EVA 2: 
The second traverse went due south to Stone Mountain, to ensure the earliest 
possible sampling of Descartes materials. Station 4 was high on Stone Mountain 
at Cinco a., a cluster of five craters. Station 5 was placed at an intermediate 
elevation and Station 6 at the base of the mountains to help determine the amount 
and/or rates of downhill transport. Thus EVA 2 concentrated largely on Des-
cartes materials. The later parts of this traverse were intended to sample ray 
materials from South Ray crater (Station 7, 8) and to acquire a set of special soil 
and other samples from increasing regolith depths (Station 9) to study small scale 
lunar surface processes. 

EVA3: 
This traverse was designed to explore North Ray Crater and to spend two (2!) 
hours sampling and studying this kilometer-size crater (Stations 11 and 12), es-
sentially the same size as Meteor Crater, Arizona. This was an unprecedented 
amount of time to spend at a single place on the Moon (" How can it possibly 
take more than 30 minutes to sample, photograph and describe a crater?''). In 
premission, high-sun photographs with about 5 m resolution, North Ray crater 
appeared to have 7 different layers in the wall, a dark central mound, and a giant 
dark boulder on the southeast rim. Because of its diameter, the North Ray event 
should have penetrated to a depth of = 160 m into the Cayley plains, possibly 
into the roots of the adjacent Smoky Mountain. Sampling along the rim, stereo 
sets of telephoto and polarized-light photographs, photographic panoramas of the 
crater interior, plus a sampling stop near the outer edge of the ejecta blanket 
(Station 13) were included to assure that samples from all depths within the crater 
were collected and photographically documented to relate these samples to the 
stratigraphy in the crater walls. 

The return leg was designed to investigate an irregular crater at the foot of 
Smoky Mountain (Station 14) for comparison with Descartes material from EVA 
2. Two additional stops (Stations 15 and 16) were scheduled on the rims of rel-
atively small, fresh craters to better evaluate lateral variation of the Cayley plains 
over distances of a few km. Last, an old, subdued crater, Palmetto, approxi-
mately 1 km in diameter, was scheduled (Station 17) for comparison with the 
North Ray Crater findings. 

Again some remarks concerning major elements of planning philosophy are 
given for historical as well as future reference. All scientific planning had to be 
compatible with numerous constraints imposed by astronaut safety, the funda-
mental limitation of space exploration. The single most limiting factor was 
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"consumables" such as oxygen and coolants carried by the crew. These dictated 
not only total range of traverse away from the LM, but also the time available 
at any specific station. Although mobility was enormously increased by the lunar 
roving vehicle, the consumables had to be budgeted such that at any given time 
the astronauts could make it back to the LM on foot if the Rover failed; this 
"walk back" envelope defined a rigid time-distance framework for all activities. 
For example, it virtually mandated that it would be most prudent to visit (when 
consumables reserves were the maximum) the most distant stations first, without 
intervening stops for observations, etc. (thus the straight dashes to Stations 1, 4 
and 11/12). Once at a given station, a maximum stay time could be defined and 
was rigorously applied. Unscheduled stops-at the crew's discretion-had un-
avoidable impact on subsequent activities and station times. Detailed check lists 
were attached to the astronauts' cuffs including 1) navigational information, 2) 
mandatory station activites related to Rover performance, status of 
"consumables," aiming of TV antenna etc., 3) scientific station tasks and sam-
pling activities. These "cuff lists" allowed the crew to dispense the former two 
as efficiently as possible, thereby gaining time for geologic observations and sam-
pling, sometimes restricted to as little as 5 or 10 minutes. Successful sampling, 
photographic documentation and detailed verbal descriptions attest to the enor-
mous discipline of astronauts Young and Duke. 

Another constraint, unusual for terrestrial geologic field work, was the fact that 
only a limited number of specimens could be sampled, no more than = 80 kg in 
total mass. Within this limit, the most representative sample suite had to be 
selected, indeed a formidable task by any standard, additionally complicated by 
the lack of any iterative option(s) such as going back to a station. This weight 
limitation is in part reflected by the number of short stops at intermediate ranges 
to at least ensure representative geographic distribution of the samples; stay times 
at the most distant, major stations (1, 4 and 11 / 12), were maximized to accomplish 
the most detailed and purposeful sampling. 

Thus, based on limitations for mobility, time and weight, even for a nominal 
mission, the above EVA plans and procedures appeared to be the most promising 
to fulfill the principal mission objectives, and hopefully to obtain a reasonable 
cross-section of the Cayley plains and their relationship to the Descartes for-
mation. 

THE MISSION 

The LM landed at almost precisely the preplanned point (Fig. 4). Thus, initially 
no modifications to the traverses seemed necessary. The accidental breaking of 
the cable to the heat flow experiment during the early part of EVA 1 caused 
implementation of contingency plans to the successive EVAs. EVA 2 was con-
ducted under a revised schedule including abbreviated station times and deletion 
of low priority tasks. Early return to the LM area was necessary to possibly 
attempt repair of the heat flow cable. The decision to abandon such repair efforts 
was made late in EVA 2 and therefore additional sampling stations near the LM 
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Mission objectives for geological exploration I I 

Fig. 4. Apollo 16 landing site and actual traverses accomplished. Note the major mod-
ifications of EVA 3. 

resulted. As a consequence, the LM area of Apollo 16 is more intensively sam-
pled than any other area of the Moon! 

A major change in the preplanned EVA 3 traverse design resulted from the 
decision to lift off at the preplanned time even though the lunar landing had been 
delayed for 6 hours because of control problems with the command module which 
might have affected the trans-earth injection burn. EVA 3 was reduced from 7 
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12 W.R. Muehlberger et al. 

to 5 hours, which permitted only stops at North Ray Crater in the final traverse. 
To keep the maximum time available for sampling, some of the preplanned pho-
tographic tasks were deleted at these stations. 

POST MISSION EVALUATION 

Geologic setting of samples 

By the end of EVA 1 it became obvious that most of the samples described and 
collected were impact breccias, rather than volcanic rocks. This pattern prevailed 
in EVAs 2 and 3 as well as in detailed work on the returned samples. Thus the 
premission volcanic hypothesis is now replaced by impact related hypotheses for 
the formation of both the Cayley plains as well as the Descartes Mountains. 
Details of depositional processes and history are still unsolved and various inter-
pretations seem viable. Also, surprisingly, Descartes and Cayley appear remark-
ably similar, if not identical, in lithological character. Some specific Apollo 16 
features are discussed briefly below; a much more detailed account is given by 
AFGIT (in press). 

Four distinct geologic areas with associated sample materials can be estab-
lished: (1) the central area on the Cayley plains, (2) Stone Mountain, (3) North 
Ray Crater and (4) South Ray Crater ejecta (see Figs. 3 and 4). 

1. The central Cayley area 
The smoothest area on the plains where the LM landed was not as level as had 
been expected (Schaber, AFGIT, 1980). Indeed it is a highly irregular, densely 
cratered terrain with several tens of meters of surface relief. The regolith is 10-
15 m thick as inferred from a bench inside Buster Crater at Station 2 and a small 
unsampled, very blocky crater some 600 m south of the LM which apparently 
penetrated into very competent strata. The rocks collected include impact brec-
cias of variable colors, clast contents and matrix characteristics; genuine (impact) 
melt rocks are rare. In general, Schaber (AFGIT, in press) concludes that the 
majority of the "central area" Cayley samples are from relatively shallow depth 
generally less than 70 m deep. 

2. Stone Mountain (Stations 4, 5, and 6) 
The samples collected highest on Stone Mountain were on the hummocky ejecta, 
not far below the rim, of Cinco a. crater at Station 4 (Sanchez, AFG IT, in press). 
This was the primary location for sampling the Descartes highlands. Although 
high-sun orbital photographs revealed no bright ray material in this area, two 
rocks returned have exposure ages of 2 m.y., the generally accepted age of for-
mation for South Ray Crater, and the crew photographed a field of fragments 
that were interpreted to be South Ray ejecta. The best candidate for Descartes 
material may be the double core tube (64002/64001), which is as yet unopened. 
The influence of South Ray Crater needs to be determined so that the Descartes 
samples may be identified. At Station 5, lower on Stone Mountain, an area in a 
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small crater, shielded from South Ray Crater ejecta, was sampled in an attempt 
to avoid the South Ray contamination recognized at Station 4. Samples 65015 
(metaclastic crystalline rock) and 65315 (light-matrix breccia) may be good ex-
amples to test for Descartes highlands characteristics at this locality. 

3. North Ray Crater (Stations 11 and 13) 
This km-wide, 230 m-deep crater appears to lie on the boundary between Smoky 
Mountain and the plains. The 50 m.y. old impact may have penetrated a hill of 
mass-wasted Smoky Mountain material overlying the edge of the plains or pos-
sibly a downfaulted block of mountain-derived material (Ulrich, AFGIT, in 
press). The dominant rock type on the crater rim and in its walls is a very friable, 
melt-poor, light-matrix breccia. It is a coarsely cataclastic to finely brecciated 
anorthosite and produces some of the oldest ages (ca. 4.26 b.y.) at the site. Some 
materials have been identified as ferroan anorthosites (Dowty et al., 1974). A 
minor part of the boulder population at Station 11 and the only boulder present 
at Station 13, 0.75 km to the southeast, are dark-matrix breccias which are richer 
in glass and obviously reached higher temperatures than the melt poor rocks. 
Dark matrix boulders are generally angular and unfilleted. Such blocks are be-
lieved to be derived from the floor of North Ray Crater and may represent a 
resistant stratum or irregular pod of the material that is more common in the 
plains samples. These rocks were not molten at the time of their excavation 
although some glass-filled fractures within the breccias (such as 67915) could have 
formed at that time. 

4. South Ray Crater (Stations 8 and 9) 
Station 8 was selected within a blocky ray area to sample ejecta approximately 
4 km from its source at South Ray Crater (Reed, AFGIT, in press). Several 
exposure ages of approximately 2 m.y. (e.g., Arvidson et al., 1975) on samples 
of meter-size boulders appear to confirm the presence of South Ray ejecta. In-
terestingly, the soil particles in this area do not record similar exposure ages 
(McKay and Heiken, 1973). Thus the ray patterns visible on orbital photographs 
appear to be caused by larger rock fragments, not by ejected soils. Boulder chips 
which should represent Cayley material ejected from South Ray Crater include 
68115 and 68815 (dark-matrix breccias) and 68415 and 68416 (fine-grained holo-
crystalline rocks from two corners of a meter-size boulder which appears to have 
a fairly homogeneous matrix throughout). Station 9 was selected to sample an 
inter-ray area and the single core tube, 69001, will provide a good comparison 
with the double core tube at Station 8 to examine differences in plains regolith 
between nonray- and ray-covered areas from South Ray Crater. 

South Ray Crater should be an important reference site for characterizing the 
Cayley unit. Samples from Stations 2, 4, 8, 9 and the LM area (LM, 10, 10a) 
offer strong possibilities of recovering South Ray ejecta material. Angular frag-
ments, absence of fillets, and 2 m.y. exposure ages are obvious clues to recog-
nizing such samples. It is possible that a few samples from Baby Ray Crater, still 
younger than South Ray, are in the collection. 
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14 W.R. Muehlberger et al. 

Despite these four geographically and morphologically distinct settings for the 
Apollo 16 sample collection and despite distinctly different small scale geologic 
environments based on surface characteristics and proximity to various size im-
pact craters, the samples recovered appear grossly similar in lithologic type(s) 
and relative abundance, even within individual sampling stations where statisti-
cally significant samples could be collected (Wilshire et al., 1973; Wilshire et al., 
AFGIT, in press). Despite an enormous textural variety of rocks ranging from 
igneous to metamorphic, and especially including a large variety of breccia types, 
there is no obvious sample provenance relating to structural and stratigraphic 
implications (Fig. 5). Their chemistries are also grossly similar. The evidence for 
processing by meteorite impact is overwhelming. This implies that the samples 
were dislodged from their original source area. Because no distinct sample prove-
nance appears to exist, the various lithologies appear to have resided in close 
juxtaposition beneath the Apollo 16 landing site prior to being excavated by local 

10 

20 

STATION I STATION 2 STATION 8 STATION 9 LM-ALSEP STATION 6 

0 

STATION 4 STATION STATION II STATION 13 

0 

Fig. 5. Relative frequencies of various lithologies encountered at each station according 
to handspecimen description and macroscopic-textural criteria of 468 samples (> 1 g in 
mass) by Wilshire et al. (AFGIT, in press). Note that 8 1-82 and 8c85 are closely 
related pairs; their discrimination here is by clast color and is not necessarily a genetic 
difference. Rocks in group 1 are from "Cayley" plains stations, those of group 2 from 
the Descartes Mountains (stations 4 and 5) and North Ray Crater (stations 11 and 13). 
C1 : igneous rocks; C2 : metaclastic rocks; G = glasses; 8\: light matrix-light clast brec-
cias; 8 2 : light matrix-dark clast breccias; 8 3 : intermediate color breccias with light and 
dark clasts; 8 4 : dark matrix-light clast breccias; 8 5 : dark matrix-dark clast breccias 
(Wilshire et al., 1973). 
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Mission objectives for geological exploration 15 

impacts. Complex cratering histories and the close spatial association of varied 
lithologies make reliable reconstruction of a local stratigraphy extremely difficult. 

Specific sample suites 

In the following, an attempt is made to recapitulate some sampling procedures 
and to emphasize the scientific rationale for specific samples and especially sam-
ple suites. Ultimately such information together with sample data must be com-
bined in efforts to reconstruct the complex, possibly even chaotic, stratigraphic-
structural relationships at the Apollo 16 site. On occasion these complexities 
appear beyond challenge and thus a tendency exists to describe individual case 
histories of specific samples. If the case histories of specific sample suites, taken 
from specific geologic settings were established, additional stratigraphic infor-
mation might emerge. The purpose of this section is to call attention to the 
existence of an original sampling rationale for such suites. 1 

Rake samples 
Considering time limitations as well as restricted overall sample weight, rake 
samples were considered best for collecting the widest variety of rocks most 
representative of an individual station. Furthermore there exists the possibility 
that some "exotic" material from more distant locations and perhaps even remote 
source areas outside the landing site will be collected. A large soil sample (500-
1000 g) was considered an integral part of the rake sample procedure, so that a 
statistically significant number of' 'rocks" of various sizes may be compared with 
each other (i.e., "walnuts," 1-10 mm samples and <1 mm fines, etc.). Thus rake 
and (large) soil samples must be considered complementary and should be studied 
concurrently. 

Rake samples were scheduled at Stations 1, 4, 8, 11/12, 14, and 17. The crew 
was encouraged to collect additional rake samples at their discretion because the 
rake procedure was considered the best sampling approach for any area if there 
was insufficient time for documented collection of hand specimens. 

While each preplanned rake sample had a specific purpose, additional objec-
tives emerge when these samples are viewed in the context of the overall landing 
site: 

1. Lateral Continuity of Cayley 
a) Stations 8, LM, 17 and 11/12 represent a South to North profile with 

sample stations about 2-3 km apart. 

1 For clarity in this section, the premission rationale for each topic is described first; actual mission 
activities and/or results from subsequent sample analyses follow. Details concerning scientific objec-
tives, sampling procedures, sampling locales, lunar surface documentation, etc. are presented by 
Horz et al. (1972). A detailed listing of all samples is presented in Appendix II, documenting the 
extent of sample allocations and thereby an approximate measure of analytical work performed as of 
early 1980. Based on this compilation, samples judged by the authors to he insufficiently studied are 
annotated with an asterisk in the body of this report . 
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b) Stations 14, 1, 11/12 and 8 were the most easterly, westerly, northerly 
and southerly sampling stations on Cayley, thus defining the largest areal spread 
on this unit. 

c) Station 17 was in the middle of a sampling triangle formed by Stations 1, 
11/12 and 14, giving an additional tie point for lateral correlations of the Cayley 
plains. 

2. Vertical Extent of Cayley 
According to systematic depth/diameter relationships of impact craters, the 

depths of excavation are predictable for a variety of the landing site craters. The 
samples recovered from Station 1 (Flag), 8 (South Ray), 11 / 12 (North Ray), 17 
(Palmetto) and 14 (Ravine) should contain progressively more deep-seated ma-
terials, as they were located on the rims of these craters, specifically next to 
small, subsequent cratering events (e.g., Plum, End and Cat Craters) that 
punched into the overturned flaps of the larger craters. Station 8 was expected 
to provide samples from shallow Cayley horizons in the form of South Ray Crater 
ejecta. The rake sampling program was designed to yield a depth profile of ap-
proximately 150-200 m, thus permitting stratigraphic interpretation. 

3. Crater Ages 
Systematic determination of exposure ages on a statistically representative 

suite of walnut samples will, hopefully, yield formation ages of the main and/or 
subsidiary craters. Four to six craters could be sampled and their respective 
formation ages would help constrain the absolute meteorite flux. Crater produc-
tion and degradation models could be based on absolute chronology, at least for 
post Copernican timescales. 

A total of 14 rake samples were actually retrieved from Stations 1, 4, 5, 8, 11, 
13 and the LM/ ALSEP area; many of them were improvised at the crew's dis-
cretion, because (a) they were under considerable time pressure and (b) they 
could not discern distinct stratigraphic/lithologic units and were forced to retrieve 
a "best representative" sample suite via the rake procedure. All preplanned 
stations were sampled; shortening of EVA 3 forced deletion of important rake 
sample locations (Stations 14 and 17). 

The following rake samples were collected and their premission rationale is 
still in large part valid; "specimen" refers to samples > 1 g in mass. 

Station 1: Most westerly Cayley; prime Cayley site 

''walnuts:'' 
"soils:" 

61515-61577 (33 specimens)* 
61500-61510 ( 1 specimen) 

Station 4: Prime Descartes site 

a) "walnuts:" 
"soils:" 

b) "walnuts:" 
"soils:" 

64535-64589 (30 specimens)* 
64500-64525 (11 specimens) 

64810-64837 (13 specimens)* 
64800-64804 
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Station 5: At "contact" of Cayley / Descartes ( crew struggled in vain to find 
contact) 

a) "walnuts:" 
"soils:" 

b) "walnuts:" 
"soils:" 

c) "walnuts:" 
"soils:" 

d) "walnuts:" 
"soils:" 

65310-65366 (22 specimens)* 
no corresponding soil 

65510-65588 (39 specimens)* 
65 500-65 504 

65715-65795 (41 specimens)* 
65700-65704 

65920-65927 (3 specimens)* 
65900-65916 (7 specimens) 

Station 8: Most southerly Cayley 

''walnuts:'' 
"soils:" 

68515-68537 (13 specimens)* 
68500-68510 ( 1 specimen) 

Station 11: Most northerly Cayley; North Ray stratigraphy 

a) "walnuts:" 
"soils:" 

b) "walnuts:" 
"soils:" 

c) "walnuts:" 
"soils:" 

67515-67576 (32 specimens)* 
67510-67514 * 

67615-67697 (38 specimens)* 
67600-67610 ( 1 specimen) 

67710-67776 (32 specimens)* 
67700-67708 ( 4 specimens) 

Station 13: Additional North Ray ejecta(?) and "normal" Cayley surface 

"walnuts:" 63515-63598 (39 specimens)* 
"soils:" 63500-63515 ( 6 specimens) 

LM/ ALSEP: "Typical" Cayley 

a) "walnuts:" 
"soils:" 

b) "walnuts:" 
"soils:" 

60515-60536 (11 specimens)* 
60500-60510 

60615-60679 (35 specimens)* 
60600-60604 

The best "Descartes" sampling locations were Stations 4 and 5, especially 5. 
According to the Apollo 16 Lunar Sample Information Catalog, a total of only 
4 documented samples >50 g are available from Station 4 and 7 "handspecimens" 
from Station 5, as compared with 54 and 112, respectively, "walnut" specimens 
> 1 g, contained in the rake samples. These rake samples must play a crucial 
role in determining the nature of Descartes as well as Cayley. 

The premission rationale for individual stations in the Cayley Formation re-
mains valid, although unraveling the local stratigraphy appears to be significantly 
more difficult than anticipated. The extent of lateral and vertical continuity of 
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Cayley could in principle be attacked via the rake samples in accord with the 
premission arguments and rationale. Study of the "walnut" samples could fur-
thermore be augmented by investigation of the numerous 4-10 mm chips in the 
associated large soil samples, if not by the < 4 mm fractions of the soils them-
selves. 

Core samples 
Acquisition of regolith materials by means of single and double drive tubes and 
the deep drill core was considered paramount for the understanding of small scale 
regolith and other surface processes, particularly in a preserved microstrati-
graphic context. Furthermore, lithologic contents of the cores also reflect local 
geologic environments and sample provenance. Originally double drive tubes 
were planned at Stations 4, 8, 10 and 14; a single drive tube was to be taken at 
Station 9 and immediately placed into a special vacuum container (CSYS = Core 
Sample Vacuum Container) to preserve its pristine character. The deep drill 
location was in the AL SEP vicinity, as it also served for emplacement of the heat 
flow experiment probes. 

The basic philosophy which the crew followed was to select within a specific 
station a location that was free of any obvious, recent, small scale (m and larger) 
crater and to stay away from large boulders. The reasons for these specific se-
lection criteria were 1) to ensure that a "typical" regolith was recovered that 
represented a significant, undisturbed time history of regolith evolution, and 2) 
to minimize the risk of encountering buried rocks and blocks. 

The following cores were actually taken: 
Station 4: as planned; double drive 
Station 8: as planned; double drive 
Station 9: as planned; single drive 
LM/ ALSEP/10: 2 double drive tubes plus deep drill at the corners of a 

nearly equilateral triangle, = 50 m on a side. 
Station 4: cores 64001/64002* 

The prime objective was to obtain pure "Descartes" regolith. Secondary ob-
jectives were related to small scale mass wasting processes on the slopes of Stone 
Mountain. Station 4 was preferred over 5 because of increased probability that 
materials from topographically and stratigraphically higher portions of the Stone 
Mountain massif would be encountered. In addition, core location and retrieval 
activities were to be tied to penetrometer measurements to address potential 
small and large scale, lateral and vertical continuity of the core profile. The core 
was to be taken in the middle of a diamond pattern of penetrometer readings. 

This core still represents probably the best "Descartes" material; however, 
there may be some "contamination" from South Ray ejecta scattered across 
Station 4. Materials recovered from the soil mechanics trench (64420) should be 
considered complementary to the core. This core (64001/64002)* is still unopened 
as of early 1980, despite its great potential for characterizing the Descartes moun-
tains unit. 

Station 8: Cores 68001 /68002* 
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The major core objective at Station 8 was to retrieve fine-grained South Ray 
Crater ejecta, expected to be extremely young and immature and thus significant 
in studying small scale regolith processes. Station 8 was as close as possible to 
South Ray and was scheduled on a prominent high albedo ray of this extremely 
youthful-appearing crater. In addition to ray material, it was also deemed nec-
essary to retrieve the "older" regolith that formed the substrate on which the 
South Ray ejecta were deposited. Ideally, the contact of "young" South Ray 
ejecta and "old" regolith surface could be retrieved in one double drive tube. If, 
however, the South Ray deposits were judged in the field to be too thick, then 
single drive tubes from locations on and off the ray deposits were scheduled. 
Retrieval of the young deposits was unquestionably the prime objective and high-
est priority at Station 8; collection of old substrate regolith was desirable. The 
planned activities at Station 9 positively ensured collection of the latter materials. 

The crew could not detect any albedo and/or color changes indicative of fine 
grained ray deposits. They became, however, increasingly more confident in 
associating boulder trains and clusters with South Ray ejecta. As a consequence 
Station 8 was established in one of these boulder areas. The crew was confident 
that the boulders were indeed from South Ray and that Station 8 was properly 
located. 

The specific drive tube location was beyond the boulder area and 1-2 m from 
the edge of a 10-15 m diameter crater. Thus the core stratigraphy may include 
materials from this local impact event, but a significant contribution from boulder 
erosion products is not expected. This core is still unopened as of early 1980. 
However, detailed study of local soils from Station 8 (and others) failed to dem-
onstrate unequivocally the addition of fine-grained "young" South Ray material 
to local soils (e.g., McKay and Heiken, 1973). 

Station 9: Core 69001 * (CSVC) 
This station was designed to accommodate a variety of "special samples," 

such as a "turnover" boulder and soil samples from specific, shallow depths. 
The overall station criterion was to look for "typical" Cayley devoid of any 
South Ray ejecta (other than perhaps the "turnover boulder" and here it was 
recommended that the crew look for a highly rounded boulder in contrast to the 
angular South Ray fragments). 

The actual stop satisfied the above criterion in that no obvious, fine-grained 
South Ray material of high albedo was present. Station 9 appears to be a typical 
"undisturbed" Cayley regolith. The specific core location was smooth and free 
of large rocks (> 5 cm). This core (69001)* was placed in the CSVC, where it 
still remains (early 1980). The core must be treated as part of a very detailed 
regolith sampling effort, which includes samples 69003* ("beta cloth"), 69004 
("velvet cloth"), 69920 ("skim"-sample), 69940 and 69960 ("scoop"-samples), 
i.e., samples taken from successively greater regolith depth, as described below. 

LM/ ALSEP; Cores 60013/60014*; Cores 60009/60010; deep drill cores 60001 
through 60007 

The overall objective of the LM/ ALSEP core materials was to characterize 
Cayley regolith. The location of the deep drill was entirely controlled by the 
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location of the heat flow experiment (HFE). The geologic rationale was to sample 
a deep section of typical Cayley regolith. 

Actual location was about 175 m SW of LM and 25 m S of ALSEP site. The 
area is generally flat, although numerous 2-6 m diameter craters are visible. 

A drive tube close to the LM was required to support the penetrometer ex-
periment (60013/60014). Small and large scale vertical and horizontal variation 
between two Cayley profiles (these drive tubes and the deep drill) in close prox-
imity appeared interesting for investigating regolith evolution. 

Sampling location for cores 60013/60014 was 120 m WSW of LM. Compared 
to the other drive tube locations, this site is relatively devoid of boulders and 
rocks, and has a remarkably smooth appearance. No obvious craters are visible 
that could have affected the regolith stratigraphy in relatively recent history. 

Drive tubes 60009/60010 were originally to be taken at Station 14; however, 
this station had to be abandoned and thus the tubes were used in the LM area 
at a location which was in some meaningful geometrical relation to drive tubes 
60013/14 and the deep drill, already taken. The actual sampling site was = 100 m 
SW of the LM. The area was devoid of any noticeable North- or South Ray 
Crater ejecta. 

The two drive tubes together with the deep drill stems taken in the LM/ ALSEP 
area represent a unique spatial concentration of core materials. As a group, these 
cores should permit small and large scale stratigraphic correlations of the LM / 
ALSEP regolith profile. As can be seen from the LM/ ALSEP station map 
(AFGIT, in press) the core locations delineate a triangle of 50-60 m side length; 
it is possible to look for lateral regolith continuity along a N -S cross section. 
Further, the penetrometer measurement locations were purposely designed 
to complement the core correlations over small (1-2 m) and larger distances 
(> 10 m). 

Radial sampling of small craters 
Time permitting, the crew was encouraged to proceed with a ''radial sampling'' 
procedure at small crater structures. Station 17 was specifically assigned for this 
task and planned activities at Stations 11 / 12 and 13 represented short cut versions 
of radial sampling. The objective was to collect a statistically significant number 
of samples from the ejecta blankets of these craters. Applying the principle of 
inverted target stratigraphy in these deposits (Shoemaker, 1963; Gault et al., 
1968), an attempt to reconstruct the original target stratigraphy could be made, 
especially for the upper few lO's of m in the Cayley plains. Deeper stratigraphic 
samples were expected from the larger craters such as Flag (Station 1), Spook 
(Station 2) and North Ray (11-12), structures too large to attempt comprehensive 
radial sampling. 

Station 17 had to be abandoned because of the shortened EVA 3. Poorly defined 
radial samples, however, may be contained in Station 1, 2, 3 and the combination 
of Station 11 / 13 materials regarding the stratigraphic content of the Flag, Buster 
and North Ray crater targets, respectively. Some stratigraphic information must 
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also be present in the ejecta boulders from South Ray, characterized by angular 
blocks in the surface photographs and very young (= 2 m.y.) exposure ages 
(Arvidson et al., 1975). 

Fq,rmation ages of specific craters 
Ejecta from a variety of photogeologically "young" craters could be collected 
with ease. Exposure age determinations on such ejecta may yield the time of 
crater formation. These ages, together with the crater's overall state of degra-
dation, would provide important information on the magnitude of the meteoroid 
flux during recent lunar history. Large (> 1 m) boulders appeared to be the best 
collection targets, because of the increased probability of relatively simple sur-
face residence. 

Many ejecta fragments-both large and small-were collected from a variety 
of craters and the following summary emerges: exposure ages of South Ray and 
North Ray crater ejecta tend to cluster around 2 m.y. and 50 m.y., respectively, 
thus indicating the most likely times of formation for these two craters. A com-
prehensive summary of Apollo 16 exposure ages is presented by Arvidson et al. 
(1975). 

"Buster" is a crater which is relatively well sampled. Six samples were col-
lected (62235, 62236, 62237, 62255, 62275 and 62295) of which three were dated 
by the Kr method (62235: 160 m.y.; 62295: 235 m.y.; 62255: 1.7 m.y.; see Arvidson 
et al., 1975). Additional studies on the remaining samples may reveal that the 
older ages are related to the formation of Buster Crater, perhaps even Spook 
Crater. Inasmuch as Spook Crater is a degraded, partially filled structure, a 
possible date of formation would have far-reaching consequences for reconstruct-
ing temporal variability of the lunar meteoroid flux and associated implications 
for the crater degradation model of Soderblom (1970), now widely applied via the 
DL parameter (e.g., Boyce, 1976) and other photogeologic dating techniques. 

Special regolith samples 
The interaction of the space environment with the lunar surface is the subject of 
a variety of investigations. Such investigations are concerned with the particle 
track record of solar and galactic radiation, the chemical characteristics of the 
solar wind, radioactive isotopes produced by solar flares and cosmic radiation, 
noble gases, micrometeoroids, and various sputtering phenomena. Although 
many of these studies are actually concerned with studying the sun, quantitative 
understanding of these processes contributes substantially to our knowledge 
about small scale lunar surface processes such as the erosion of rocks, the rate 
of lateral and vertical regolith mixing, the obliteration of impact craters, the 
migration of volatile and semivolatile materials and the influx of meteoritic ma-
terials. In addition, careful documentation of the lunar surface will also have 
important applications for remote sensing of compositional data. 

As a consequence special sampling procedures, including specialized tools and/ 
or containers, were designed for the Apollo 16 mission. These procedures as well 
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as scientific objectives were detailed by Horz et al. (1972). The prime objectives 
of the procedures were to return pristine soil and rock samples for specialized 
studies under well documented conditions. 

Pristine regolith materials 
Two special Contact Soil Sampling Devices (CSSD) were fabricated to collect 
the uppermost regolith layer at Station 9. The CSSD is an aluminum box into 
which a collector plate is inserted. The collector plates were draped with nylon 
fabrics; one fabric had properties similar to Beta cloth and the draped plate was 
floating freely in the container. Therefore, no load other than its own weight was 
applied during sampling. Based on premission tests this CSSD collected (ideally) 
a layer of regolith approximately 100 µ,m thick. The fabric on the second CSSD 
consisted of a velvet-like nylon fabric, and the plate was springloaded. A regolith 
layer approximately 0.5 mm thick was expected to stick to the velvet cloth. 
Samples 69003* (Beta cloth) and 69004 (velvet) were collected at Station 9, ap-
proximately 2.5 km from the landing point (LM). 

Adjacent to the two CSSD's, two other regolith samples were taken, to incor-
porate successively deeper soil materials. The skim sample (69920) was retrieved 
by carefully skimming across the regolith surface with the regular scoop. It is 
estimated that the maximum penetration was 5 mm. The fourth sample was a 
standard scoop sample (69940) with an estimated penetration of 3 cm. A drive 
tube (69001) taken in the vicinity provides material from an even greater depth 
(estimated penetration: 27 cm). 

After collection of these materials, a soil sample (69960) was taken from un-
derneath a boulder that was overturned by the crew. The soil was shielded from 
the space environment since the time the boulder was deposited; therefore it is 
valuable material for comparison between exposed and shielded soils. 

Sample 69004, the velvet draped sampling device, was opened in 1978; none 
of the other samples has been distributed and investigated in the context of the 
premission sampling rationale and objectives. Considerable crew time was in-
vested during training, special hardware was built and an entire station was de-
signed around this comprehensive soil sampling routine, because it was deemed 
highly important to have soils from shallow, carefully controlled depth(s). Perhaps 
the efforts on the velvet sampler will kindle new interest. 

Pristine rock surfaces 
To avoid abra,~1:B11 and other factors resulting in possible degradation of rock 
surfaces dur~ris-ttii:isit, two "padded bags" were used for samples 67215* and 
67235* take'ri aJ ~ta.Hon 11. 

When the samples arrived in the LRL, it was obvious that the two bags were 
well protected by soil-filled documented sample bags within the larger sample 
collection pouch (SCB). Sample 67215 seems to be a relatively friable white 
matrix breccia; it appears that sample 67235 is a more competent, although highly 
fractured rock. Both samples appear unsuitable for their intended purpose. 
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Fillet samples 
The combination of a variety of special investigations (particle tracks, gamma 
ray spectroscopy of short-lived isotopes, noble gases, micrometeorite craters) 
may eventually lead to a quantitative understanding of lunar erosion processes 
and such studies require samples of special surface geometries or histories, if not 
both. Such samples may be soil "fillets" banked against a boulder, especially 
when compared with a rock chip taken from the top of the same boulder. Such 
fillet samples may also yield information about the transportation mechanisms 
and rates of regolith materials. Fillet sampling procedures were carried out at 
Stations 1, 8, and 11. 

Station 1: A boulder on the south rim of Plum Crater possessed a well-
developed soil fillet (61280). The associated boulder chip (61295) is a moderately 
friable breccia. The rake soil (61500) may be a suitable reference soil, although 
other soil samples are also available (61240, 61220). 

Station 8: This station was located in a boulder-strewn field related to the 
South Ray cratering event. Boulder A consisted of a highly recrystallized breccia 
(68115). Hardly any fillet had developed around the boulder, although a sample 
was taken (68120); thus, the erosion of "hard" rocks could be studied. A suitable 
reference soil is 68500. 

Station 11: A group of white boulders attracted the attention of the crew. 
Although a fillet sample was not necessarily planned, the variety of materials 
collected (67455, 67475, 67460) satisfies the requirements for such a sample set. 
The white boulders are friable breccias that are probably very easily eroded. The 
actual fillet soil is 67460; the two breccia chips are 67455 and 67475; a suitable 
reference soil could be 67480. 

Although some of the above samples were studied extensively (e.g., chip 
67455), none of the above sample suites was pursued with the specific "fillet" 
objective in mind. · 

Permanently shadowed soil 
Migration and redistribution of volatile and semivolatile elements on the lunar 
surface were discovered in a variety of investigations on regolith materials. 
Neither the activation mechanism nor the mode of migration is well established. 
By sampling soil materials from permanently shadowed areas, it was hoped that 
a concentration of these elements would be found, because the shadowed areas 
may act as cold traps. Therefore, the soil from the surface of a permanently 
shadowed area should be especially enriched in volatiles and semivolatiles, and 
a soil sample from a greater depth at the same location may serve as a reference 
sample. 

A hole more than 1 m deep and approximately 50 cm wide was observed at the 
south end of Shadow Rock at Station 13. Soil materials (63320, 63340) were taken 
in the manner described above. Because of the shadowed condition, no precise 
surface photographs are available, but the comments of the crew about the 
geometry of the '' gopher hole'' suggest that the soil materials were well shielded 
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from the sun. After the samples were received in the LRL, samples 63320 and 
63340 were placed in specially sealed containers. The closest soil sample (63500) 
from normal, exposed regolith was taken approximately 15m southeast of Shadow 
Rock in connection with a rake sample. 

These samples were studied as intended in the original mission objectives. The 
most extensive account is by Eberhardt et al. (1976). According to their data the 
shadowed soils are enriched in volatiles, e.g., 63321 and 63341 are enriched by 
38% and 28%, respectively, in 40Artr relative to the control soil 63501. Thus 
volatiles do concentrate in "cold traps." 

East-west split 
Various rare gases and other volatiles make up what can be called a lunar at-
mosphere. Most interest has focused on argon. Most of these gases are present 
in an ionized state and may therefore be accelerated and redistributed by the 
solar wind electric field along trajectories that trend approximately north-south. 
At the completion of the trajectory, the gases are implanted into the regolith ma-
terials. The angle of incidence seems to be rather small. If soil materials are taken 
between two boulders, the sides of which strike in an east-west direction, the 
interboulder area should be devoid of such reimplanted gas species. Comparison 
with an unshielded soil sample collected in the vicinity should aid in understand-
ing the implanation of rare gases by this ion pumping mechanism from the 
atmosphere. 

Such a set of soil samples (67940, 67960) was taken at Station 11 between 
House Rock and Outhouse Rock. These soils were studied in detail along their 
original objectives. The most extensive account is by Eberhardt et al. (1976). 
They state that there is no compelling evidence that the shielded soil was deficient 
in reaccelerated 40 Artr, although good geometrical shielding conditions existed. 
The experiment is, however, inconclusive because of the distinct possibility that 
a previously exposed soil component containing trapped atmospheric Ar was 
transported laterally into the E-W split area. 

POST MISSION GEOLOGY OF THE LANDING SITE 

Cataclastic, fragmental, melt-bearing and commonly highly polymict breccias, 
together with genuine impact-melt rocks are overwhelming evidence that both 
the Cayley plains as well as the Descartes Mountains are made up of (fragmental) 
impact deposits. Furthermore, present evidence suggests that Cayley and Des-
cartes materials may not be distinctive lithologically; however, the Descartes 
samples may not have been exhaustively studied. 

Most of the information to follow is extracted from AFGIT (in press) which 
contains numerous post mission details including sample descriptions, their geo-
logic setting, distribution of North- and South-Ray ejecta, crew descriptions and 
analysis of surface photographs, station maps, topography and attempts to re-
construct local cross sections and stratigraphy, including critiques on other stra-
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Fig. 7. Telephotograph of large l1ght-matrix breccia blocks on northeast wall of North 
Ray Crater (intentionally underexposed to enhance textures in shadows) . 

tigraphic models. Only a short synopsis of the latter efforts is presented here to 
assist formulation of diagnostic tests for various hypotheses during future sample 
studies. 

North Ray Crater 

The sample suites collected along the south rim of North Ray Crater at Station 
11 and 750 m southeast of the crater rim at Station 13 should represent the range 
of compositional variation present in the entire crater wall. This crater is 1000 m 
across and 230 m deep and penetrates a low ridge on the west flank of 400 m high 
Smoky Mountain, 4.5 km north of the landing point (Fig. 6). 

Prior to the mission, North Ray Crater was deemed the best potential source 
for samples of the Cayley Plains to a depth of nearly 200 m. Photographs obtained 
during the mission support the idea that some materials from the adjoining Des-

Fig. 8. Abundance of rock types inferred from analysis of surface photographs (8a) and 
actually collected (8b) on the rim and ejecta blanket of North Ray Crater (AFG IT, in 
press); rock classification after Wilshire et al. (1973). 
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cartes Mountains may be present in the crater wall. Therefore the rocks and soils 
are ambiguous as to which are plains vs. mountain samples, but it is safe to 
assume that they are all North Ray ejecta. Important data derived from lunar 
surface and orbital photography is summarized in AFG IT (1973), Hodges et al. 
(1973), Ulrich (1973), and AFGIT (in press). 

A grossly layered sequence is visible only in the upper part of the east wall of 
the crater (Fig. 6). It is either obscured by debris slides or is absent in the 
remainder of the crater. The dominant rock type is a very friable, light-matrix 
breccia (Figs. 6, 7) which generally makes small to moderate-sized boulders that 
are partly buried by their own debris, forming massive fillets. Dark-matrix brec-
cias and glass-coated rocks increase in proportion toward House Rock, itself a 
giant (12 m high, 25 m long) dark-matrix breccia block. The dark-matrix breccias 
are coherent and unfilleted; their resistance to fragmentation by micrometeorite 
impacts makes it likely that they have been preferentially preserved in the rake 
samples (Fig. 8). The streak of dark-colored material extending from House Rock 
to the large dark blocks on the floor of the crater suggests that this enormous 
boulder came from the basal unit. The major unit (70 m thick) in the east wall of 
the crater (Figs. 7, 9) appears to be outcrop of light-matrix breccias that incor-
porated irregular, dark blocks. The top unit probably includes additional light-
matrix breccias beneath the crater ejecta and regolith. Talus covers most of the 
lower parts of the crater thus preventing an accurate assessment of rock types 
that might be present; however, the absence of ledges or blocks projecting 
through the talus suggests that friable light-matrix breccias are the most likely 
rock type under the talus. Polarimetric studies show an absence of crystalline 
rocks in the area of Figs. 6 and 7 and the presence of only breccias or glass. 
Fig. 9 shows geologic information derived from orbital and surface photographs 
together with a true-scale topographic cross-section of North Ray Crater. It 
summarizes the actual field observations and forms the basis for Fig. 10, which 
illustrates various stratigraphic interpretations. The common basis of such inter-
pretative attempts is to establish a stratigraphic order from photographic and 
petrographic observations that could potentially apply to much, if not all, of the 
entire Apollo 16 landing site. 

South Ray Crater 

The most detailed descriptive and interpretative accounts of South Ray Crater 
are by Ulrich (1973) and Ulrich et al., and Reed, both in AFGIT (in press). It 
is 680 m across and about 130 m deep. Although the crater was not visited, its 
extensive ejecta and ray systems seem to exert a dominant influence over the 
entire landing site, particularly the southern half (Fig. 11). Many samples that 
display exposure ages of= 2 m.y. are thought to be derived from South Ray; 
these samples have various petrologic characteristics. The absence of fine-grained 
South Ray ejecta in the Apollo 16 collection is conspicuous (McKay and Heiken, 
1973). Because of its apparently significant contribution to the sample collection, 
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South Ray's stratigraphic section was interpreted using surface and orbital pho-
tographs, analysis of boulder sizes and shapes (angular versus rounded), and 
petrologic observations. 

In contrast to North Ray, it appears relatively certain that the upper strati-
graphic sections of South Ray are composed of compact, dark rocks, visible in 
the crater walls and especially manifested as numerous, large (1-10 meters) 
blocks dominating the crater rim (Fig. 11). This stratum may be 60 m thick. The 
lower walls of South Ray Crater appear to be made up of light gray materials. 
Interestingly and importantly, the near surface layer of Baby Ray Crater, a 130 m 
diameter structure, is also composed of the competent looking, dark lithologies 
so prominent at South Ray, leading to the conclusion that a continuous stratum 
of this material exists between South Ray and Baby Ray Craters (Figs. 11 and 
12). 

In view of the sample evidence, the darker stratum in this area is interpreted 
as the source for dark matrix breccias; the deeper and lighter unit may be an 
impact melt and the source for most of the light-grey igneous lithologies, e.g., 
68415, 61416, etc. The presence of light matrix breccias in this stratigraphic col-
umn cannot be excluded (Fig. 12). 

Mound craters 
Irregular mounds on the floor of several = 1 km sized craters in the Apollo 16 
site were tentatively interpreted by Milton and Hodges (1972) as indicative of a 
stratigraphic discontinuity caused by local, competent strata at depth, based on 
the cratering experiments of Quaide and Oberbeck (1968). Postmission analysis 
(Ulrich, AFGIT, in press) reveals that such central mounds are confined exclu-
sively to craters 0.5 to 1.8 km across, occur only within the Cayley plains, are 
clearly recognizable in craters of different degradational states and, importantly, 
do not occur on all craters of the above size class. It is therefore concluded that 
competent strata of highly localized lateral extent are present. Some of the more 
prominent "mound" craters include North Ray, Kiva, Palmetto, Haystack NE, 
Haystack SW and South Ray; Gator Crater is an example of a normal, bowl-
shaped crater lacking a central mound. Using crater-diameter and mound height 
measurements and the geometric relationships of Quaide and Oberbeck's exper-
imental craters, the depth of this competent stratum averages = 150 m, although 
the variation (110 to 190 m) is probably more significant. 

In summary, detailed synthesis of photogeologic and sample evidence leads to 
the conclusion that extremely local, rather than regional, stratigraphic sequences 
may exist. There is, as yet, no strong evidence of stratigraphic continuity across 
the entire landing site. In contrast, the two best determined sections (North Ray 
and South Ray) appear demonstrably different. The intermittent occurrence of 
central mound craters lends additional support for the existence of localized, 

Fig. 12. Proposed cross-sections and stratigraphic inferences for South Ray Crater: a) 
AFGIT, 1973; b) Ulrich and Reed, AFGIT, in press; c) Delano et al., 1973. 
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competent subsurface materials of limited extent, i.e., scales of= km. It is there-
fore concluded that the Cayley plains consist predominantly of fragmented impact 
deposits with interspersed pods and lenses of more resistant materials such as 
dark matrix breccias and/or still more competent, igneous-textured, impact melts. 

"POST MISSION" REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

Two contrasting schools of thought exist about the origin of the Apollo 16 impact 
deposits: one view maintains that the samples are predominantly of local origin, 
while the other view suggests more distant, basin-related source areas. The land-
ing site is = 600 km W of the Nectaris Basin center, 1600 km SE of the Imbrium 
Basin and = 3500 km from the Orientate center to the WSW. 

Predominantly "local" origin 

Using laboratory cratering experiments and photogeologic studies, Oberbeck and 
Morrison (1974) developed diagnostic criteria to identify secondary craters and 
crater chains. Adding cratering theory and orbital geochemistry Oberbeck et al. 
(1974, 1975) formulated the so-called "secondary cratering" hypothesis, sum-
marized by Oberbeck (1975). In this view the highly subdued plains topography 
as well as their generally ponded nature is essentially caused by mass wasting 
processes from local topographic highs. 

During large scale cratering, primary ejecta are expelled along ballistic trajec-
tories and reimpact the local and distant crater environs with sufficient terminal 
velocities to generate secondary craters. The mass excavated from the local sub-
strate may be many times that of the incoming projectile. Angles of impact from 
the local horizontal are typically very shallow (15° -25°) for secondary impacts. 
As a consequence, secondary crater ejecta have preferred momenta, radially 
away from the primary crater. Ejecta of secondary craters, if in close juxtapo-
sition, interfere with each other and combine into a massive debris surge of 
intimately mixed "local" substrate as well as "primary" crater material. 

This "secondary cratering" hypothesis addresses primarily the origin of high-
lands plains, such as the Cayley, their principal characteristics reflecting the last 
depositional phase via a debris surge from relatively large impact events; down-
slope mass wasting by both primary and secondary craters, however, is a con-
tinuous process as well as is the reexcavation and mixing of the ponded materials. 

Applying these concepts specifically to the Apollo 16 landing site, Morrison 
and Oberbeck (1975) suggested a maximum of= 15% of primary Imbrium ma-
terial in the local Cayley plains; potential contributions from Orientate are sig-
nificantly smaller. However, a substantial fraction of the substrate encountered 
by the Imbrium ejecta could have been derived previously from the nearby Nec-
taris basin. Thus, while the "secondary cratering" hypothesis predominantly 
mixes and reworks "local" materials, it is not in a position to delineate the origin 
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of the substrate, which itself may have varied crater sources-both local as well 
as regional, if not global. The important points are (1) that relatively small 
amounts of primary crater materials are required to produce the subdued plains 
and (2) that "local" materials dominate volumetrically the combined effects of 
distant craters and basins. 

Oberbeck and co-workers do not specifically address the formation and source 
area of the Descartes Mountains; however, materials mass-wasted downslope 
should be part of the plains samples. Implicit in the secondary cratering hypoth-
esis-a relatively low velocity impact regime-is that most of the thermal energy 
manifested in breccias and melt rocks derives from primary craters. 

Somewhat different arguments for a predominantly local sample origin were 
presented by Head (197 4) after studying specifically the local and regional cra-
tering history of the Apollo 16 area, especially the effects of relatively large 
craters (2: 30 km diameter). In his view the ponded, level and subdued Cayley 
morphology largely reflects the original flatness of relatively large crater floors 
caused by ejecta fallback and a coherent melt sheet. Although modification by 
secondary cratering processes is permitted in this view, the major morphological 
features are related to major local cratering events at the Apollo 16 site. Impor-
tantly, the petrogenesis of the returned samples is inferred to be directly related 
to this cratering history. 

As illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14a, Head (1974) delineates the following se-
quence: the oldest recognizable crater, unnamed crater A of= 150 km diameter, 
is almost centered on the landing site and is thought to predate the N ectaris basin 
impact. Based on interpreted superposition relations, unnamed craters C and B 
appear to bracket deposition of the Descartes materials, which are interpreted as 
Nectaris ejecta, possibly ponded to unusually large thicknesses. Thus crater C 
is older and B is younger than Nectaris, implying that unnamed crater B, = 60 
km diameter, had a profound effect on the Apollo 16 landing site. Craters Dolland 
B and "unnamed D" are superposed on crater "B", and because radial furrows 
indicative of the "Imbrium Sculpture" cut their rims, they are interpreted to be 
older than Imbrium, the latter being the last, large scale cratering event that may 
have affected the area, possibly depositing as much as 50m Imbrium ejecta. 
Contributions from Orientale were judged negligible. Detailed consequences for 
sample provenance and petrogenesis related to cratering mechanics are discussed 
by Head (1974), the major implications being illustrated in Fig. 14a. 

In summary, two different approaches, those by Oberbeck and Head, advocate 
local sample provenance. The major difference between the two hypotheses is 
essentially one of scale and emphasis: the "secondary cratering" hypothesis at-
tempts to address the general principles of plains formation, while the photogeo-
logic study of Head is specifically aimed at delineating the local and regional 
cratering history of the Apollo 16 site. 

The conclusions reached are not mutually exclusive, but complementary, in-
asmuch as Head predominantly outlines the specific history of "primary" crater 
effects, i.e., the "substrate" history; this substrate is repeatedly ploughed over 
and reworked by Oberbeck et al. 's "secondary cratering" regime not only by 
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the craters identified by Head, but by many additional ones in the broader Apollo 16 
region, including the Nectaris, Imbrium, and Orientale basin events. There may 
be a difference in the makeup of the Descartes materials, which seem to be in 
Head's view pure Nectaris ejecta, while the secondary cratering hypothesis 
would predict more of a mixture of "local" and Nectaris components, if the 
Descartes Mountains were indeed formed by the deposition of Nectaris material. 

Predominantly basin-related origin 

Hodges et al. (1973), Moore et al. (1974) and Hodges and Muehlberger (AFGIT, 
in press), Ulrich and Reed (AFG IT, in press) propose that the upper 200 to 500 m 
of the Apollo 16 Cayley plains are primarily from the Imbrium Basin, with a 
possible though minor contribution from the Orientale basin (Fig. 14b and c). 
This interpretation rests to a large degree on photogeologic studies of various 
ejecta morphologies circumferential to Orientale, the youngest and best preserved 
basin. In particular, Moore et al. (1974) delineate systematic changes in ejecta 
morphology with radial distance and emphasize various erosional and depositional 
features, such as flow fronts and channels, ponding of ejecta, draping of preex-
isting relief, etc. Moore et al. (1974) also synthesize observational data on various 
sized lunar craters and conclude that the continuous ejecta, essentially composed 
of primary crater material, extend some 1.5 radii beyond a crater's rim; beyond 
that range the ejecta become increasingly more discontinuous and the effects of 
secondary impacts will be progressively more pronounced. Theoretical calcula-
tions furthermore show that substantial masses of primary Orientate ejecta may 
be ballistically distributed moonwide. 

Applying these basic observations to the more degraded Imbrium ejecta blan-
ket, Moore et al. (1974) conclude that as much as 500 m of Imbrium ejecta could 
have been deposited at the Apo11o 16 site. Hodges et al. (1973), Eggleton (AF-
G IT, in press) and Hodges and Muehlberger (AFGIT, in press) detail many 
additional analogies of the Orientale and Imbrium ejecta facies and depositional/ 
erosional features, in particular "Imbrium Sculpture" close to Apollo 16. There-
fore they also conclude that the Apollo 16 Cayley plains are predominantly of 
Imbrium derivation, in part ejected as already highly reworked impact deposits 
that formed the upper parts of the Imbrium target or brecciated, shocked and 
melted solely by the Imbrium impact itself. 

Hodges and Muehlberger (AFGIT, in press) specifically disagree with Head 
(197 4) on the origin of the Descartes mountains and ascribe formation of this unit 
also to the deposition of Imbrium ejecta, supporting evidence being derived from 
1) gradational transitions between Cayley plains and Descartes mountains, 2) 

Fig. 13. Location and formation sequence of major, primary impact craters that signif-
icantly affected the geologic history of the Apollo 16 landing site according to Head 
(1974): a) Plan view; b) Schematic cross-sections illustrating proposed sequence of 
events (see also Fig. 2). 
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some Imbrium-related sculpturing in the Descartes mountains, 3) the apparent 
deflection of the Descartes ridges by the Kant Plateau and 4) the generally very 
rugged, thus youthful, appearance of Descartes. These observations are consid-
ered incompatible with a Nectaris age; also, similarly sculptured terrain is no-
where observed around the Nectaris basin. Nevertheless, Nectaris material could 
well be present at depth (Hodges and Muehlberger, AFG IT, in press) underlying 
the Imbrium ejecta. 

There is also an interpretative difference concerning "unnamed crater B" of 
Head (1974). In Head's view, this crater is younger than deposition of Descartes 
materials. Hodges and Muehlberger (AFGIT, in press) argue that it must predate 
Descartes, and they even question the existence of such a crater altogether be-
cause no photogeologic evidence for an ejecta blanket from unnamed crater B 
seems to exist in the Descartes mountains (see Fig. 2). 

The latest and most detailed account favoring an Imbrium Basin sample origin 
is given by Hodges and Muehlberger (AFGIT, in press); their interpretations 
are illustrated in Fig. 14c. They show Imbrium ejecta that are segregated into 
hot, partly molten deposits that ponded preferentially in local topographic lows, 
now forming the Cayley plains, and colder, dry ejecta that are responsible for 
formation of the Descartes mountains. The drained hot material accumulated into 
localized pools of melt that cooled sufficiently slowly to produce igneous textures 
and which had significant thermal aureoles to produce igneous textures and the 
thermally metamorphosed lithologies. Similarities in absolute ages at Apollos 14 
and 16 further suggest an Imbrium derivation. 

Hodges and Muehlberger (AFG IT, in press) draw particular attention to the 
small scale crater degradation data and their implications regarding absolute and 
relative times of deposition of Cayley units related to the Imbrium impact (Boyce 

Fig. 14. Schematic histories and geologic cross-sections of the Apollo 16 landing site: 
a) Head, 1974; b) Ulrich and Reed, AFGIT, in press; c) Hodges and Muehlberger, 
AFGIT, in press, 

Although of variable scale and detail, Figs, 14b and c are conceptually very similar. 
Dimensions and locations of various subsurface materials are inferred from topographic 
relations and areal sample distribution in Fig. b), Fig, c) is schematic and illustrates the 
basic concepts, 

Note that Fig. 14 a) has North Ray penetrate Smoky Mountain material, which is 
stratigraphically distinct from the plains materials; all of the basic stratigraphic elements 
are associated with local cratering events with only a minor addition of Imbrium ejecta 
and negligible Orientale contributions; these latter materials are concentrated, however, 
in the near surface horizons of the landing site, In contrast, models band c portray both 
the Descartes and plains materials as massive deposits of Imbrium ejecta; specifically 
the melts are of Imbrium derivation and aided in mobilizing the Cayley so that it could 
pool in low areas and embay the less fluid, cold- and thus ridgy- Descartes facies; 
therefore relatively more melt is indicated for the plains. Note also that interpretations 
b and c depict a close spatial association of melt pools ( = igneous rocks) and thermally 
metamorphosed ( = competent dark matrix breccias), the latter resulting from the melt 
pools' thermal aureoles. Any crater into Cayley with a floor mound presumably inter-
acted with such localized melt pools, 
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et al., 1974; Chao et al., 1975). The "crater age" of the plains is younger than 
the Imbrium event and essentially synchronous with the Orientale formation. 
Thus there is the distinct possibility that Orientale ejecta, sufficiently thick to 
mask and "rejuvenate" the Imbrium deposits, are present at Apollo 16 (and over 
large areas of the lunar globe), although such rejuvenation may also be accom-
plished by "seismic shaking" according to Schultz and Gault (1975). Chao et al. 
(1975) postulate a significant contribution of Orientale ejecta to the Apollo 16 
collection, whereas Hodges and Muehlberger (AFG IT, in press) consider it a 
possibility, pending clarification of the moonwide rejuvenation mechanism of the 
Cayley surfaces. 

Thus a synthesis of presently viable hypotheses concerning the origin of the 
Cayley plains and Descartes Mountains demonstrates that a wide range of con-
trasting proposals exist. Although all hypotheses agree that local materials and 
ejecta from the Nectaris-, Imbrium- and Orientale impact could be contained in 
the Apollo 16 collection, there is considerable debate and uncertainty on the 
relative significance of these possible source locales and it is here where inter-
pretations diverge widely. These contrasting views entail far-reaching and specific 
consequences for the petrogenesis of the samples and especially for chronological 
sequences of events. It appears possible to broadly distinguish between "local" 
sources and processes versus "distant" sources from a single dominating event 
by future analysis of the Apollo 16 rocks. 

"Well, it's back to the drawing boards-or wherever geologists go" (T. K. 
Mattingly, Apollo 16 astronaut, April 1972). It is largely the challenge of sample 
students to decide whether we have to draw big or small circles around the Apollo 
16 landing site. The answer is undoubtedly contained in the Apollo 16 materials 
but will not come easily and, unquestionably, will require continued, concerted, 
multidisciplinary studies of the entire sample collection. Both the ''Traverse Plan-
ning Team" as well as the Apollo 16 crew will continue to provide any assistance 
possible. 
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Appendix I: Apollo 16 Premission Documents 

A large variety of technologically and scientifically oriented documents was used in planning and 
executing the Apollo missions. Among those were-many internal NASA documents which are no 
longer available from the issuing agency. However, many of these Apollo 16 pre- and post-mission 
documents have been collected in the Library /Information Center, Lunar and Planetary Institute. 
These documents are indispensable for the historian. They illustrate well the daily interaction of 
scientists and engineers in their continuous efforts to optimize scientific return within a set of rigorous, 
tech no logical constraints. 

Some of the Apollo 16 pre-mission documents in this collection are: 
Apollo Site Selection Board, Minutes (1966-1972). (This board made the final decision(s) where to 

land.) 
Group For Lunar Exploration, Minutes (1967-1970). (This committee made scientific evaluations of 

the candidate landing sites and recommended to the Site Selection Board.) 
Science Working Panel, Minutes (1970-1972). (This panel detailed and prioritized all surface activities 

related to scientific exploration at a specific landing site.) 
Apollo 16, Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package: ALSEP Training Handout Apollo 16 Crew 

Debriefing. NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, TX; November 1971. 
Lunar Surface Scientific Equipment for Apollo Mission 16; Lunar Surface Project Office, Manned 

Spacecraft Center, Houston, TX, January IO, 1972. 
Apollo 16 Final Flight Plan, Manned Spacecr'aft Center, Houston, TX, March 6, 1972. 
Apollo 16 Traverse Planning Kit, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, TX, March 9, 1972. 
Apollo Mission J-2 (Apollo 16) Mission Science Planning Document, Manned Spacecraft Center, 

Houston, TX, March 15, 1972. 
Apollo 16 Science Handbook, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, TX, April 7, 1972. 
Apollo 16 Lunar Surface Procedures. Final. Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, TX, March 16, 

1972. 
Traverse Briefings for Apollo 16 Crew; The Traverse Planning Team, March 15, 1972. 
Apollo 16, Mission Requirements Document, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, TX. 

Appendix II: Sample Allocation Status (February 1980) 

Comprehensive synthesis of analytical work performed on the Apollo 16 collection clearly exceeds 
the scope of this report. On the other hand, we wish to convey some measure as to the potential 
thoroughness, or lack thereof, of investigations performed on each sample mentioned in the report. 
An approximate estimate concerning the degree of sample characterization may be obtained from the 
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total number of subsplits allocated to various investigators. We therefore consulted the curator's 
latest allocation list and established the following groupings: 

(a) 0-2 allocations: sample essentially unstudied 
(b) 3-5 allocations: sample insufficiently studied 
(c) 6-20 allocations: sample well studied, but not necessarily comprehensively 
(d) >20 allocations: sample studied comprehensively 
The following table characterizes each sample in terms of the above allocation groups; samples are 

listed in numerical sequence. "Walnuts" are samples typically larger than 1 g collected together with 
normal soil sample or rake sample procedures; "rocks" are individually collected, bagged or docu-
mented samples typically > 100 g. 

Number Type Group Number Type Group 

60001 
60002 
60003 
60004 
60005 
60006 
60007 
60009 
60010 
60013 
60014 
60500 
60501 
60502 
60503 
60504 
60510 
60515 
60516 
60517 
60518 
60519 
60525 
60526 
60527 
60528 
60529 
60535 
60600 
60601 
60602 
60603 
60604 
60615 
60616 
60617 
60618 
60619 
60625 
60626 
60627 
60628 

core 
core 
core 
core 
core 
core 
core 
core 
core 
core 
core 
soil 
<l mm 
1-2 mm 
2-4 mm 
4-10 mm 
rake soil 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
rake soil 
<l mm 
1-2 mm 
2-4 mm 
4-10 mm 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 

C 

d 
d 
d 
d 
d 
d 
d 
d 
a 
a 
a 
d 
b 
C 

a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
b 
b 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
d 
C 

a 
b 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
b 
b 
a 
a 

60629 
60635 
60636 
60637 
60638 
60639 
60645 
60646 
60647 
60648 
60649 
60655 
60656 
60657 
60658 
60659 
60665 
60666 
60667 
60668 
60669 
60675 
60676 
60677 
60678 
60679 
61015 
61016 
61135 
61175 
61195 
61220 
61221 
61222 
61223 
61224 
61225 
61226 
61240 
61241 
61242 
61243 

walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
walnut 
rock 
rock 
rock 
rock 
rock 
soil 
<1 mm 
1-2 mm 
2-4 mm 
4-10 mm 
walnut 
walnut 
soil 
<l mm 

1-2 mm 
2-4 mm 

a 
a 
b 
a 
a 
C 

a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
b 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
d 
d 
C 

d 
d 
b 
d 
b 
a 
C 

a 
a 
a 
d 
C 

b 
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Number Type Group Number Type Group 

61244 4-10 mm a 62235 rock d 
61245 walnut a 62236 rock C 

61246 walnut a 62237 rock d 
61247 walnut a 62255 rock d 
61248 walnut a 62275 rock C 

61249 walnut a 62295 rock d 
61280 soil a 63320 soil C 

61281 <l mm d 63321 <l mm d 
61282 1-2 mm b 63322 1-2 mm a 
61283 2-4 mm a 63323 2-4 mm a 
61284 4-10 mm a 63324 4-10 mm a 
61295 rock d 63340 soil C 

61500 rake soil C 63341 <1 mm d 
61501 <l mm d 63342 1-2 mm b 
61502 1-2 mm b 63343 2-4 mm a 
61503 2-4 mm a 63344 4-10 mm a 
61504 4-10 mm a 63500 rake soil C 

61505 walnut a 63501 <I mm d 
61515 walnut a 63502 1-2 mm C 

61516 walnut b 63503 2-4 mm d 
61517 walnut a 63504 4-10 mm a 
61518 walnut a 63505 walnut b 
61519 walnut a 63506 walnut a 
61525 walnut b 63507 walnut a 
61526 walnut a 63508 walnut a 
61527 walnut a 63509 walnut a 
61528 walnut a 63515 walnut a 
61529 walnut a 63525 walnut a 
61535 walnut a 63526 walnut a 
61536 walnut a 63527 walnut a 
61537 walnut a 63528 walnut a 
61538 walnut a 63529 walnut a 
61539 walnut a 63535 walnut a 
61545 walnut a 63536 walnut a 
61546 walnut a 63537 walnut a 
61547 walnut a 63538 walnut a 
61548 walnut a 63539 walnut a 
61549 walnut a 63545 walnut C 

61555 walnut a 63546 walnut a 
61556 walnut a 63547 walnut a 
61557 walnut a 63548 walnut a 
61558 walnut a 63549 walnut C 

61559 walnut a 63555 walnut a 
61565 walnut a 63556 walnut b 
61566 walnut a 63557 walnut C 

61567 walnut a 63558 walnut a 
61568 walnut a 63559 walnut a 
61569 walnut a 63565 walnut a 
61575 walnut a 63566 walnut a 
61576 walnut a 63567 walnut a 
61577 walnut a 63568 walnut a 
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Number Type Group Number Type Group 

63569 walnut a 64557 walnut a 
63575 walnut a 64558 walnut a 
63576 walnut a 64559 walnut a 
62577 walnut a 64565 walnut a 
63578 walnut a 64566 walnut a 
63579 walnut a 64567 walnut C 

63585 walnut b 64568 walnut a 
63586 walnut a 64569 walnut b 
63587 walnut a 64575 walnut a 
63588 walnut a 64576 walnut a 
63589 walnut b 64577 walnut a 
63595 walnut a 64578 walnut a 
63596 walnut a 64579 walnut a 
63597 walnut a 64585 walnut a 
63598 walnut b 64586 walnut a 
64001 core a 64587 walnut a 
64002 core a 63588 walnut a 
64420 soil a 64589 walnut a 
64421 <I mm a 64800 rake soil a 
64422 1-2 mm b 64801 <l mm d 
64423 2-4 mm d 64802 1-2 mm b 
64424 4-10 mm a 64803 2-4 mm a 
64425 walnut a 64804 4-10 mm a 
64500 rake soil a 64815 walnut b 
64501 <I mm d 64816 walnut a 
64502 1-2 mm b 64817 walnut a 
64503 2-4 mm b 64818 walnut b 
64504 4-10 mm a 64819 walnut b 
64505 walnut a 64825 walnut a 
64506 walnut a 64826 walnut b 
64507 walnut a 64827 walnut a 
64508 walnut a 64828 walnut a 
64509 walnut a 64829 walnut a 
64515 walnut a 64835 walnut a 
64516 walnut a 64836 walnut a 
64517 walnut a 64837 walnut a 
64518 walnut a 65015 rock d 
64519 walnut a 65315 rock d 
64525 walnut a 65325 walnut b 
64535 walnut b 65326 walnut a 
64536 walnut C 65327 walnut a 
64537 walnut C 65328 walnut a 
64538 walnut a 65329 walnut a 
64539 walnut a 65335 walnut a 
64545 walnut a 65336 walnut a 
64546 walnut a 65337 walnut b 
64547 walnut a 65338 walnut a 
64548 walnut b 65339 walnut a 
64549 walnut a 65345 walnut a 
64555 walnut a 65346 walnut a 
64556 walnut a 65347 walnut a 
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Number Type Group Number Type Group 

65348 walnut a 65577 walnut a 
65349 walnut a 65578 walnut a 
65355 walnut a 65579 walnut a 
65356 walnut a 65585 walnut a 
65357 walnut a 65586 walnut a 
65358 walnut a 65587 walnut a 
65359 walnut a 65588 walnut a 
65365 walnut b 65700 rake soil a 
65366 walnut a 65701 <1 mm d 
65500 rake soil C 65702 1-2 mm d 
65501 <1 mm d 65703 2-4 mm a 
65502 1-2 mm a 65704 4-10 mm a 
65503 2-4 mm a 65715 walnut a 
65504 4-10 mm a 65716 walnut a 
65510 rake soil a 65717 walnut a 
65511 <1 mm b 65718 walnut a 
65512 1-2 mm a 65719 walnut a 
65513 2-4 mm a 65725 walnut a 
65514 4-10 mm d 65726 walnut a 
65515 walnut a 65727 walnut a 
65516 walnut a 65728 walnut a 
65517 walnut a 65729 walnut a 
65518 walnut a 65735 walnut a 
65519 walnut a 65636 walnut a 
65525 walnut a 65737 walnut a 
65526 walnut a 65738 walnut a 
65527 walnut a 65739 walnut a 
65528 walnut a 65745 walnut a 
65529 walnut a 65746 walnut a 
65535 walnut a 65747 walnut a 
65536 walnut a 65748 walnut a 
65537 walnut a 65749 walnut a 
65538 walnut a 65755 walnut a 
65539 walnut a 65756 walnut a 
65545 walnut a 65757 walnut a 
65546 walnut a 65758 walnut a 
65547 walnut a 65759 walnut a 
65548 walnut a 65765 walnut a 
65549 walnut a 65766 walnut a 
65555 walnut a 65767 walnut a 
65556 walnut a 65768 walnut a 
65557 walnut a 65769 walnut a 
65558 walnut a 65775 walnut a 
65559 walnut a 65776 walnut a 
65565 walnut a 65777 walnut a 
65566 walnut a 65778 walnut a 
65567 walnut a 65779 walnut a 
65568 walnut a 65785 walnut a 
65569 walnut a 65786 walnut a 
65575 walnut C 65787 walnut a 
65576 walnut a 65788 walnut a 
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Number Type Group Number Type Group 

65789 walnut a 67529 walnut a 
65795 walnut a 67535 walnut a 
65900 rake soil a 67536 walnut a 
65901 <1 mm C 67537 walnut a 
65902 1-2 mm C 67538 walnut a 
65903 2-4 mm a 67539 walnut a 
65904 4-10 mm a 67545 walnut a 
65905 walnut a 67546 walnut a 
56906 walnut a 67547 walnut a 
65907 walnut a 67548 walnut a 
65908 walnut a 67549 walnut a 
65909 walnut a 67555 walnut a 
65915 walnut a 67556 walnut a 
65916 walnut a 67557 walnut a 
65925 walnut a 67558 walnut a 
65926 walnut a 67559 walnut C 

65927 walnut a 67565 walnut b 
67215 rock a 67566 walnut a 
67235 rock a 67567 walnut a 
67455 rock d 67568 walnut a 
67460 soil b 67569 walnut a 
67461 <1 mm d 67575 walnut a 
67462 1-2 mm b 67576 walnut a 
67463 2-4 mm b 67600 rake soil a 
67464 4-10 mm a 67601 <1 mm d 
67475 rock d 67602 1-2 mm C 

67480 soil C 67603 2-4 mm d 
67481 <1 mm d 67604 4-10 mm a 
67482 1-2 mm b 67615 walnut b 
67483 2-4 mm C 67616 walnut b 
67484 4-10 mm a 67617 walnut a 
67485 walnut a 67618 walnut b 
67486 walnut a 67619 walnut a 
67487 walnut a 67625 walnut a 
67488 walnut a 67626 walnut a 
67489 walnut a 67627 walnut d 
67495 walnut a 67629 walnut b 
67510 rake soil a 67635 walnut b 
67511 <1 mm a 67636 walnut b 
67512 1-2 mm a 67637 walnut b 
67513 2-4 mm a 67638 walnut a 
67514 4-10 mm a 67639 walnut a 
67515 walnut a 67645 walnut a 
67516 walnut a 67646 walnut a 
67517 walnut a 67647 walnut a 
67518 walnut a 67648 walnut a 
67519 walnut a 67649 walnut a 
67525 walnut a 67655 walnut a 
67526 walnut a 67656 walnut a 
67527 walnut a 67657 walnut b 
67528 walnut a 67658 walnut a 
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Number Type Group Number Type Group 

67659 walnut a 67757 walnut a 
67665 walnut a 67758 walnut a 
67666 walnut a 67759 walnut a 
67667 walnut b 67765 walnut a 
67668 walnut a 67766 walnut a 
67669 walnut a 67767 walnut a 
67675 walnut a 67768 walnut a 
67676 walnut a 67769 walnut a 
67685 walnut a 67775 walnut a 
67686 walnut a 67776 walnut a 
67687 walnut a 67915 rock d 
67688 walnut a 67940 soil a 
67695 walnut a 67941 <1 mm d 
67696 walnut a 67942 1-2 mm b 
67697 walnut a 67943 2-4 mm a 
67700 rake soil b 67944 4-10 mm b 
67701 <I mm d 67945 walnut b 
67702 1-2 mm d 67946 walnut a 
67703 2-4 mm C 67947 walnut a 
67704 4-10 mm a 67948 walnut a 
67705 walnut a 67960 soil C 

67706 walnut a 68001 core a 
67707 walnut a 68002 core a 
67708 walnut a 68115 rock d 
67710 rake soil a 68120 soil a 
67711 <1 mm C 68121 <I mm C 

67712 1-2 mm b 68122 1-2 mm b 
67713 2-4 mm a 68123 2-4 mm b 
67714 4-10 mm a 68124 4-10 mm b 
67715 walnut a 68415 rock d 
67716 walnut a 68416 rock d 
67717 walnut a 68500 rake soil a 
67718 walnut a 68501 <l mm d 
67719 walnut a 68502 1-2 mm C 

67725 walnut a 68503 2-4 mm C 

67726 walnut a 68504 4-10 mm d 
67727 walnut a 68505 walnut a 
67728 walnut a 68510 walnut a 
67729 walnut a 68515 rock a 
67735 walnut a 68516 walnut b 
67736 walnut a 68517 walnut a 
67737 walnut a 68518 walnut a 
67738 walnut a 68519 walnut b 
67739 walnut a 68525 walnut a 
67745 walnut a 68526 walnut a 
57746 walnut a 68527 walnut a 
67747 walnut a 68528 walnut a 
67748 walnut a 68529 walnut a 
67749 walnut a 68535 walnut a 
67755 walnut a 68536 walnut a 
67756 walnut a 68537 walnut a 
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Number Type Group Number Type Group 

68815 rock d 69942 1-2 mm C 

69001 core a 69943 2-4 mm a 
69003 CSSD a 69944 4-10 mm a 
69004 CSSD C 69945 walnut C 

69920 soil C 69%0 soil a 
69921 <l mm a 69961 <1 mm d 
69922 1-2 mm a 69962 1-2 mm b 
69923 2-4 mm a 69963 2-4 mm a 
69924 4-10 mm a 69964 4-10 mm a 
69940 soil a 69965 walnut a 
69941 <1 mm d 
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